An analysis is carried out on steady two dimensional stagnation point flow of an incompressible conducting viscous fluid with variable properties over a stretching surface embedded in a saturated porous medium. The flow model is subjected to (i) transverse magnetic field, (ii) variable viscosity and thermal conductivity, (iii) thermodiffusion (Soret effect), (iv) stretching of both plate and free stream (v) pressure gradient in the flow direction is considered non-zero. The Runge-Kutta fourth order method with a self corrective procedure i.e. shooting technique has been applied to solve the governing equations. An interesting result of the analysis is that inversion in formation of velocity boundary layer is due to reversal in stretching ratio. On the other hand, heat transfer leading to formation of thermal boundary layer is not affected significantly. Variable thermal conductivity enhances the temperature distribution. Increase in concentration difference and thermophoresis parameter gives rise to thinner solutal boundary layer. Further, it is remarked that heavier chemically reactive species enhance the rate of solutal transfer at the surface.
Introduction
The exact solutions of two dimensional and three dimensional viscous flow near a stagnation point may be obtained from the consideration that at large distance from the stagnation point, the flow is essentially the same as that of the corresponding potential flow problem. Thus, the solution of this class of flow problem may be derived from the solution of the inviscid flow (potential flow) problem. Application of a transverse magnetic field fixed to the body should reduce the heat transfer at the stagnation point and increase the body's drag. Both these results are desirable for the protecting the vehicle reentering the atmosphere (Cramer and Pai [1] ). The flow in the neighborhood of a stagnation point was first studied by Hiemenz [2] . Stagnation point flow is an important class of problem in hydrodynamics as because exact solution of Navier-Stokes equations is possible in such flow problems. Many authors such as Vajravelu [3] , Sharma and Jat [4] , Chaim [5] studied stagnation point flow in presence of internal dissipation. The objective of the present study is to account for the variable fluid properties such as viscosity and conductivity as the fluid properties are amenable to thermal and mass diffusion. Another striking feature of the study is to consider the effect of thermophoresis which causes small particles to be drifted from hot surface due to temperature gradient which is a common phenomenon in many industrial processes associated with mass transfer. The thermophoresis is an effective mass transfer mechanism in the chemical vapour deposition process used in fabrication of optical fiber.
Goren [6] has studied thermophoretic effect on laminar flow over a horizontal flat plate. Shen [7] considered the thermophoretic deposition onto cold surfaces. Makinde et al. [8] have studied the effects of Brownian motion, thermophoresis and magnetic field on stagnation point flow and heat transfer due to nanofluid flow towards a stretching sheet. Further, Nadeem et al. [9] have studied a steady stagnation point flow with heat transfer of a second grade nanofluid on a stretching surface. They applied homotopy analysis method (HAM) to solve the resulting equations. Reddy [10] has studied the effect of thermophoresis, viscous dissipation and Joule heating on steady MHD flow over an inclined radiative isothermal permeable surface with variable thermal conductivity. Parida and Rout [11] have studied free convective flow with variable permeability with couple stress and heat source through porous medium. Muhaimin et al. [12] examined the effects of thermophoresis and chemical reaction on unsteady MHD mixed convective flow over a porous wedge considering temperature-dependent viscosity. Chen [13] has studied the MHD flow and heat transfer for two types of viscoelastic fluid over a stretching sheet with energy dissipation, internal heat source and thermal radiation. The governing equations are solved analytically using Kummer's functions. Nayak et.al [14] have studied steady MHD flow and heat transfer of a third grade fluid in wire coating analysis with temperature dependent viscosity. They The present investigation is a renewed interest over the works of Rahman [20] , El-Sayed and Elgazery [21] , Sharma and Singh [22] . Rahman [20] in his study suggested a locally similar solution for hydromagnetic and thermal slip flow over a flat plate with variable fluid properties and convective bounding surface condition. He has restricted his study to the variable viscosity and conductivity without considering the variation of solutal concentration in the process of mass transfer of diffusing species. El-Sayed and Elgazery [21] have studied the problem considering the variable fluid properties and thermophoresis effect in mass diffusion process but the problem does not account for the stretching of bounding surface, instead, accounts for the variable suction at the surface. Sharma and Singh [22] have studied the effects of variable thermal conductivity Weber/m 2 ) cryogenic and super conducting magnets are required to produce these very large magnetic fields. Generation of MFD power on a small scale is of interest for space application [1] . B following Rahman [20] , Sharma and Singh [22] are given by
Formulation of the Problem
where T V , the thermophoretic velocity as suggested by Talbot et.al [23] is given by
indicated by Batchelor [24] .
The LHS of binary diffusion equation (4) has two terms. The first term describes the diffusion due to concentration gradient. It is known as Fick's diffusion law and corresponds the Fourier heat conduction law in the thermal boundary layer. The binary diffusion coefficient, D is a physical property. The second term describes the thermodiffusion (also called Soret effect).
This gives rise to an additive mass transfer because of the temperature gradient. Therefore, there is a coupling effect between heat transfer and mass transfer. The present analysis is carried out so that the dimensionless thermal diffusion coefficient  is as far as possible independent of the concentration but function of y-coordinate, where as the binary diffusion coefficient D is constant. We have avoided further coupling here i.e. diffusion thermo effect or Dufour effect Sparrow et al [25] assuming the level of species concentration is low. In many cases the coupling effects are small enough to be neglected compared to the effects of diffusion or heat conduction.
However, there are exceptions such as the thermodiffusion is used in separating isotopes and the diffusion thermo effect is used in mixtures of gases with very different molar masses [26] .
In the free stream () u U x  represents potential flow and the equation (2) reduces to
Eliminating p x   , the equations (2) and (5), we obtain
The boundary conditions are
We introduce the stream function ( 
where  is the thermal property of the fluid. Hence equation (8) 
Moreover, Arunachalam and Rajappa [28] and Chaim [29] , considered the variable thermal
Using the non-dimensional variables and parameters
We get the following non dimensional equations and corresponding boundary conditions 
In non-dimensional form equation (18) 
where Re is the local Reynolds number.
x ax  
Results and Discussion
The equations (14), (15) 
with the results obtained by Chaim [29] and Sharma and Singh [22] with differences shown in the table. It is remarked that the difference increases with the higher value of thermal conductivity parameter  . Therefore, it is concluded that small variation in thermal conductivity parameter  desirable. Moreover, the increase in temperature due to permeability parameter may be attributed to the resistance offered by the porous medium to the flow. Thus, the positive and negative values of skin friction indicate the formation of boundary layers and inverted boundary layer
respectively. It is further concluded that increase in greater magnetic field strength, enhances
slightly, on the other hand higher stretching ratio  contribute significantly. Therefore, greater rate of free stream stretching is not favorable for the reduction of skin friction. Table 5 shows that the rate of heat transfer decreases with an increase in the values of , and P
Mr 
in the presence of volumetric heat source but increases in the presence of sink as the presence of sink absorbs heat and hence to compensate the loss, rate of heat transfer at the bounding surface increases. 
Conclusions
From the present study following conclusions are drawn.
(i) A radical variation is marked in shearing stress at the plate due to variation in the ratio of rates of stretching of deformable surface to that of free stream (Table 1 ) but the variation is not so significant on the rate of heat transfer at the plate (Table 3) as because the momentum transport at the surface gets affected more than the transport of thermal energy.
(ii)
Inverted velocity boundary layer occurs due to reversal in stretching.
(iii) Presence of porosity and magnetic field enhance the temperature distribution.
(iv)
There is no inversion in the formation of thermal boundary layer. Thus, the reversal of stretching ratio fails to affect transport of thermal energy as in momentum transport.
(v) Increase in concentration difference and thermophoresis is resulted in thinner solutal boundary layer.
